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This document has been prepared by Josh Byrne & Associates (JBA) for the Shire of Broome, to provide a 
written explanation of the design intent and the key features of the Broome Town Beach Foreshore concept. 
It is to be read in conjunction with the Landscape Concept Masterplan CP-01. 

Please Note: 

• The photographic images in this report have been included as indicative only of the style and feel of the project. 
Many items within the Broome Town Beach Foreshore will be custom designed or artist created and as such, 
imagery of these items is not available.

• This document contained a number of images sourced from the Broome Historical Society and Vanessa Margetts, 
of Mudmap Studio. Vanessa has also provided technical information regarding the history of site and proposed 
artist interpretations. 

• This document may contain images of people who have passed away.

1.1 Scope
In early 2018, JBA were engaged by the Shire of Broome to develop a concept design for the Broome Town 
Beach Foreshore.

This work follows an initial proposal for the foreshore, developed by Mudmap Studios in February 2017 and is 
being undertaken in conjunction with the jetty upgrade, coastal retaining wall and foreshore terrace seating 
being undertaken by the Shire of Broome. 

JBA have prepared a concept masterplan, concept report and cost estimate document in order for the Shire of 
Broome to undertake community consultation and progress to the next phase of design development. 

1.0 Introduction 

B roome Tow n B each Foreshore
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2.0 Site Considerations 

2.1 Context and Current Uses
The Broome Town Beach is located at the southern end of Hamersley Street in Broome, Western Australia. As a 
result of the sites rich heritage, it forms part of the Jetty to Jetty walking trail, which commences at Streeter’s 
Jetty and ends at the Old Jetty, just south of site. 

The site has a range of interfaces to consider, including Robinson Street, Broome Historical Museum and 
Sailmaker’s Shed, Water Corp property, private apartments along Catalina Place, Town Beach public carpark 
and the coastal edge which forms the eastern boundary. 

While majority of the time the site operates as a public park, at certain times of the year, the space hosts 
Thursday Evening Markets and the ‘Staircase to the Moon’ Markets. These events bring between 500 and 
2,000 people to the site where they can purchase food and products from local traders. These markets currently 
operate in the south west corner of site, where people can use the large turf areas to gather and picnic.  

As the markets may suggest, the site is also the primary location to view the ‘Staircase to the Moon’ 
phenomenon which occurs over the ocean during the full moon. This event is a key attraction for visitors to 
Broome and is the primary reason for terracing along the foreshore. 

The landscapes ability to efficiently host markets and events will be a key consideration for JBA throughout 
the design process. The Shire of Broome have requested that the market location be moved to the northern 
end of site and allowance be made for a 22 food trucks and 55 market stalls with potential for future growth. 

N ight mar ket s op erat ing on the souther n tur f  area

V is i tor s p icnick ing a long the ret a in ing wal l s  of  the Pioneer Cemeter y 
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2.2 Existing Features and Infrastructure 
The site is majority parkland with coastal foreshore expanding the length of the eastern edge. Within the park 
there are large turf areas of varying quality and a fenced revegetation area. Scattered across the park, and 
amongst existing trees, are shelters with tables and BBQ’s for picnic goers. 

There are also a number of historical features remaining on site, including 3 original Goods Shed loading 
platforms. Informational signage and seating,  which forms part of the Jetty to Jetty walking trail, provides 
information regarding these loading platforms and the Goods Shed history. A small Pioneer Cemetery is also 
located on a hill in the south east corner of site, with retaining walls supporting the southern slope of the hill.  

A Y-shaped drainage swales runs through the center of site connecting Robinson Street to the foreshore. 
There is one bridge which crosses the swale, however it is in poor condition. 

JBA’s design will remove much of the existing infrastructure, with the exception of historical features, 
including the loading platforms and cemetery, as well as the primary branch of the swale, which will be 
retained but upgraded. 

2.3 Existing Trees and Shade
There are a large number of significant trees on site, consisting of both native and exotic species. The majority 
of mature shade trees are located on the south side of the swale. JBA will work with the Shire staff to undertake 
an inspection of all existing trees. 

Along the perimeter of site there is also a grouping of semi productive mango trees (Mangifera indica) as well 
as an established Eucalyptus tree outside the Broome Historical Museum. Located on the northern boundary 
of site is a Boab tree which marks the original location of Archer’s Camp. 

Overall, there is significant shade provided at the southern end of site, while the northern end has very little. 
It is JBA’s intention that few, or ideally no trees, are removed from site through the design process. Shade will 
be a key consideration for the success of this project, in order to cool the site and allow visitors to be protected 
from the harsh Broome weather.

2.0 Site Considerations

S hade shelter s and picnic  fac i l i t ies w ith the Pioneer Cemeter y b ehind 

Mature trees out s ide the B roome H istor ic a l 
M useum ( lef t )  and a long the s wale (r ight)
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2.4 Topography and Drainage 
The topography across the site varies significantly. While the southern half of site is relatively flat, with a few 
clear topographic features, such as the swale and the Pioneer Cemetery hill, the northern half consists of a few 
high points near to foreshore which gradually slope back to the northern boundary. 

The existing site plays an essential role in the drainage of stormwater from Robinson Street to the foreshore. 
This function is currently performed by an open swale which runs through the centre of site. There is also a 
second drainage channel which runs along the northern site boundary. 

Both topography and drainage will be key considerations through the design process. JBA’s intention is to 
minimise earth works by taking advantage of the existing conditions, for example the use of high points to 
provide views across Roebuck Bay. However, fill will be required for the redundant section of the swale, as well 
as the northern end of site due to heavy compaction. 

2.5	Traffic	and	Circulation	
There is currently one public carpark which borders site and while this is sufficient majority of the time, 
during markets and events there is limited overflow car parking available and surrounding streets quickly 
fill. To accompany the foreshore landscape works, the Shire of Broome have developed a proposal to extend 
Hamersley Street and provide additional street parking in multiple locations around site. 

Currently there are very little pedestrian paths through site, requiring users to walk across turf to access key 
areas. 

The design will consider access and parking for food trucks within the market space, as well as overflow car 
parking to be used during markets and events. It will also consider pedestrian access and movement through 
the site and the connection of key features within the design. 

2.0 Site Considerations

Swale on s i te leading towards to the foreshore

S outher n publ ic  c ar par k ( lef t )  and over f low c ar 
par k ing dur ing mar ket event s (r ight)
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2.6 History and Culture 
The Broome Town Beach Foreshore has rich history and cultural significance for the Broome community. 
As recognised by the Jetty to Jetty walking trail, this site was originally the Goods Shed, where produce and 
equipment for the community were stored before being sent along the Goods Line to Chinatown, or along an 
alternative line to the DEMCO meatworks. The original tram tracks and sheds have been removed from site, 
but 3 of the original loading platforms remain. 

As well as products and equipment, the Goods Line also bought a significant quantity of immigrants to Broome 
during the pearling era. Primarily from surrounding Asian countries, immigrants arrived at the Old Jetty and 
directed straight to Custom House, now known as the Broome Museum. 

Adjacent to the Customs House was Archer’s Foreshore Camp. Although nothing remains of the camp, a 
mature Boab tree marks its location along the northern boundary of site. 

The site also includes a small Pioneer Cemetery, with a range of Japanese graves and headstones from the 
pearling era in Broome. 

For the Indigenous Yawuru group, the area around the Old Jetty is known as Guwarri and also holds a great 
deal of significance. As well as a fishing and gathering spot for the community, it was a protected area, where 
people could take shelter within caves along the cliff line. It is thought there may be middens within the 
revegetation area on site, however this is unconfirmed. 

The Town Beach Foreshore is also a prime location to view the ‘Staircase to the Moon’ phenomenon, where 
the moonlight reflects across the shallow water at full moon creating an rippling staircase effect leading 
towards to moon. This is a unique attraction and a popular draw card for visitors to Broome. 

JBA’s intention is to respect and acknowledge these historical and cultural site influences within the design, 
as well as drawing on other elements which Broome is known for. 

2.0 Site Considerations

Pioneer Cemeter y 

G oods S hed or ig inal  loading pl atfor mJ ett y to J ett y walk ing tra i l  infor mat i ve s ignage
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3.0 The Concept Masterplan
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4.1 Design Intent
The design intent for the Broome Town Beach Foreshore looks to: 

• Create a multipurpose landscape which considers the operation of markets and events on site.

• Increase pedestrian accessibility and overflow car parking opportunities throughout the site.

• Emphasis and compliment the surrounding natural environment, particularly the foreshore along the 
eastern site edge. 

• Recognise and acknowledge the complex historical and cultural influences on site, as well as the 
Yawuru people. 

• Create a themed, engaging and imaginative play space that caters for a range of ages and abilities, 
including youths. 

• Incorporate nature play elements and materials whilst ensuring all required playground safety 
standards are met. 

• Include artist elements throughout the space whether it be for play, functionality or aesthetic purposes.

• Incorporate sustainability initiatives throughout the design, wherever possible.

4.1.1 Visitor Numbers

At peak times, when the markets operate on site, the foreshore is known to host between 500 and 2,000 
visitors at a time. The design allows for functionality and circulation during these peak events, while not 
affecting the user experience at all other times. 

4.1.2 Access and Abilities

The foreshore has been designed to cater for all ages and abilities. The design includes pedestrian paths 
compliant with Australian Standards to allow for easy access throughout site. Similarly, seating and shade 
have been provided throughout site to ensure users are provided ample locations to rest. 

4.1.3 Play Space Age Groups

 The play space caters for all ages and abilities, from toddlers through to youths. The nature play area provides 
a range of play experiences designed to challenge children and develop their locomotive skills, while the youth 
area includes more advanced locomotive play and encourages positive social interactions. 

4.2 Concept and Aesthetic 
4.2.1 The Goods Line

As highlighted by the Jetty to Jetty walking trail, this site is most well known for its Goods Shed heritage. JBA 
have used the Goods Lines footprint to create form throughout site, connecting the Heritage Precinct with the 
Play Space and leads towards the end of the jetty.

Although 3 original loading platforms remain on site, the Goods Line itself  is no longer present, and therefore 
JBA decided to create a conceptual interpretation of the line, rather than a physical recreation.

Having overlaid the original Goods Line footprint within the site, the concept of the ‘line’ was carefully 
considered, as well as the influence which this particular line has had within the Broome community. Lines can 
do many things, however this line served as a connection to the greater world. It bought essential resources 
to the community and made Broome’s success during the pearling era possible. It was a seam which held the 
community together. 

Seam (noun) - a line where two pieces of fabric are sewn together in a 
garment or other article.

JBA’s design interprets the Goods Line as a seam running through the site, taking multiple forms and 
connecting spaces. It’s aesthetic changes as it moves through the landscape, whether it be paving, walling 
or imbedded within the planting design. True to the nature of a seam, there are sections where the line 
disappears altogether, hidden beneath the surface. 

4.0 The Experience 

S eam concept sketch over the or ig inal  G oods L ine footpr int
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4.2.2 The Heritage Precinct

JBA determined the best location for a Heritage Precinct on site would be the northern portion of site, in the 
location of the original Goods Shed and Archers Camp. This area also adjoins the Broome Historical Museum 
and Sailmaker’s Shed. 

Located at the end of Hamersley Street, this precinct will form a key entrance to site and be a more formalised 
space which recognises the history of the site. It’s aesthetic will take cues from the sites industrial heritage, 
with rigid areas of hardstand and industrial materials used to create seating walls and shelters. These hardscape 
elements will be softened by lane ways of trees leading toward to foreshore and a gradual transition into turf 
picnic areas and the greater parkland. 

For more information refer to Key Landscape Areas - The Heritage Precinct. 

 

4.2.3 The Play Space

JBA located the Play Space centrally within site, in order to connect with the Heritage Precinct and foreshore 
terraces. As well as allowing for greater social interactions and functionality throughout the landscape, it also 
allows for future expansion and overflow car parking in the southern area of site. 

The Play Space is a nature play environment which draws inspiration from the foreshore and the Old Jetty. 
While it consists primarily custom play items, it also intertwines a off-the-shelf products in order to enhance 
the play experience. It will use recycled timber supplied by the Shire of Broome, as well as locally sourced 
rock for boulders and pitching. JBA have also included a youth section which will channel a more industrial 
aesthetic, using custom and off the shelf concrete items and industrial steel beams, and connecting back to 
the Goods Line heritage.

The nature play and youth experiences has been intertwined in order to create a social, safe and inclusive 
environment for everyone. 

For more information refer to Key Landscape Areas - The Play Space. 

4.2.4 Artist Input

A large component of play elements, furniture and artistic features throughout the Town Beach Foreshore 
will be designed and built by experienced Broome and West Australian artists. The intention of including local 
artist works is to: 

• Enhance the sense of place and community ownership.

• Improve visual amenity.

• Improve interpretation of historical, cultural and environmental heritage.

Potential opportunities for artist interpretation include: 

• The Heritage Precinct - Interpretation and artwork which captures stories from the Goods Line/Shed, use 
of the industrial trademark symbols which paving and furniture, integration of old industrial elements 
found around site. 

• The Goods Shed - Pergola to reflect original footprint of building with interpretation signage and artwork. 

• Archer’s Camp - Feature seating with interpretation signage beneath the existing Boab Tree.

• Middens - Shell and shell patterns used as feature paving and within play space. 

• Marine life - Feature paving, balustrades or interpretation signage along the foreshore featuring fish 
species, turtles, seasonal/tidal information, etc. 

• Bush - Native bush species planted with interpretive signage, including information about the seasons 
and how the Yawuru people use the plant. 

• Nature play elements - Interpretation and artwork which captures the Old Jetty, the middens, marine life, 
fishing and other coastal aspects. 

• Youth area elements - Interpretation and artwork which captures the industrial and cattle yard heritage. 

• Air Raid Memorial - Relocated plaque from Chinatown and development of a future memorial.

These are just a few of the potential opportunities for artist interpretation within site. Through discussions 
and collaboration with the Yawuru people and the Broome Historical Society, there ideas will be explored 
and refined during the design development phase. It is hoped that the community will also be involved in the 
design and fabrication of some of these elements. 

4.0 The Experience 

J ett y to J ett y walk ing tra i l  inter pret i ve s ignageB roome Tow n B each Foreshore,  194 0
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5.0 Key Landscape Areas 
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NORTH

6.1 The Heritage Precinct Concept Plan 
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6.0 The Heritage Precinct

6.2 The Heritage Precinct Market Plan
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6.4 Market Section
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6.4 Materials and Furniture Palette
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6.0 The Heritage Precinct
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6.4 The Goods Shed Inspired Shade Structures
A key feature of the Broome Town Beach foreshore will be its unique shade structures. These structures have 
been inspired by the industrial style of the Goods Shed.

True to the sites industrial heritage, the shade structures will be a minimalist form constructed of heavy duty 
posts and beams. They will vary in size, bringing an element of industrial scale to the foreshore, as well as 
allowing for families or large groups to gather..

They also has the potential to serve other functions, such as a structure for lighting, speakers, signage or 
screens used during events on site. 

T he G oods S hed p ergol a concept sketch E xamples of  minimal ist  p ergol a str uctures us ing heav y dut y,  industr ia l  e lement s
S t y le to b e incor porated to shelter s throughout s i te

T he G oods S hed and L ine

Potent ia l  to inc lude l aser cut inter pret at ion 
panel s  into s ides and roof

Potent ia l  to inc lude sect ions of  p er forated steel

6.0 Interpretative Shade structures
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NORTH
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7.2 Nature Play Materials 
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Recycled timber post and 
rail fence, up to 2.5m 
high, positioned around 
the edge of the play space 
to create an interactive 
boundary

Various custom rope nets designed to in fill 
the fence. These rope arrangements will cater 
for a range of users, creating easy and more 
challenging climbing experiences 

7.3 Nature Play Element - Fence 
Climbing Frame
During the warm seasons, locals would gather at Town 
Beach to swim within the nets, as pictured. The site was 
also known for it’s tram line which connected the Goods 
Shed to the DEMCO cattle yards.

The form and function of these fences have inspired the 
Fence Climbing Frame.

Sw immer s at  B roome Tow n B each

Fence Cl imbing Frame concept sketch

7.0 The Play Space

C attle yards
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Cyclone Rope Spinner, a Kaebel 
Leisure product, designed to be 
climbed and spun simultaneously

Recycled timber logs and stumps 
scattered around the cyclone create a 
balancing circuit that resembles the 
debris from fallen trees

Rubber soft fall mounds 
replicate the water ripples 
caused by the cyclone. The 

soft fall circles around 
the base of the cyclone to 

create the eye of the storm

Cyclone Rop e S pinner concept sketch

7.4 Nature Play Element - Cyclone Rope Spinner 
with Water Ripples and Log Debris
Located on the north west coast of Australia, the town of Broome is 
regularly confronted with cyclonic weather, resulting in treacherous 
waters and debris scattered throughout the town. This amazing 
atmospheric event has inspired the Cyclone Rope Spinner with Water 
Ripples and Log Debris. 

A c yclone approaching the nor th west Austra l ian coast

Coast al  palm trees str uggl ing in c yc lonic  w inds

O cean waves dur ing a stor m

7.0 The Play Space
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7.5 Nature Play Element - Hidden Midden and 
Dinosaur Fossils 
To the south west of site, at Gantheaume Point, 3 different types of 
dinosaur footprints can be found at during low tide. 

Similar to these footprints, the middens found along the foreshore slowly 
reveal themselves over time, inspiring the Hidden Fossils concept.

A series of small 
gunite and rock 
pitching outcrops 
scattered within 
the proposed 
sand play area. 
Surrounded with 
additional feature 
boulders

Dinosaur and shell fossils 
embedded within the gunite 

surfaces, designed to be partially 
covered in sand in order for users 

to discover them. Potential to 
include brushes, fixed via chains 

to assist with the excavation

Dinos aur footpr int s found in B roome S hel l  middens

H idden M idden and Dinos aur 
Fos s i l  concept sketch

7.6 Nature Play Element - Old Jetty Structure 
The Old Jetty was an iconic Broome landmark until it burned down in 
1969. The jetty was the primary port for products and people arriving 
in Broome during the pearling era, and was connected to Chinatown via 
the Good Line. It was a much loved community asset where people met 
to socialise and fish. 

The area surrounding the Old Jetty is also significant to the indigenous 
Yawuru people. As well as successfully fishing and diving along of the 
foreshore, they would seek shelter in the nearby caves to the south of 
the jetty. 

It is the rich history and cultural significance of this jetty which have 
inspired the Old Jetty Structure.

Fos s i l  exc avat ion

7.0 The Play Space
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Curve slide from the end of 
the jetty platform

Talking tubes positioned on 
and below the jetty platform 

to represent the social 
gatherings at the Old Jetty

Gunite and rock pitching used to create the 
foreshore edge beneath the jetty platform. 
These forms will resemble shallow caves and 
custom climbing grips in the shape of shells 
will create the appearance of middens

Old Jetty platform, 
created from 
timber, steel or 
a combination of 
both, 2m high  

Timber logs and stumps, 
scattered among rock 

pitching represent drift 
wood and to create an 
easier route onto the 

jetty platform

Custom rope fishing nets fixed 
to the jetty platform edge

O ld J ett y,  B roome

Loc al  woman f ish ing of f  the O ld J ett y

O ld J ett y S tr ucture concept sketch

7.0 The Play Space
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7.7  Youth Area Materials

7.0 The Play Space

B ike,  skate and scoot t rack r unning through the nature pl ay area 

Concrete,  industr ia l  str uctures for 
par kour st y le p l ay

S eat ing wal l  sur rounding half  cour t  for 
sp ect at ing and soc ia l i s ing 

Potent ia l  to inc lude industr ia l  remains stored 
at  the B roome H istor ic a l  M useum 

Potent ia l  to use old t ram l ines as 
par kour equipment

B asketbal l  t ree mult i  age group basketbal l  cour t
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7.8 Youth Area Element - Goods Shed Cargo Crates and Industrial Beams
The Goods Shed was the storage area for products and equipment arriving at the Old Jetty, before it was sent 
via the Goods Line into Chinatown. The cargo handles worked long hours, and without machinery to assist, 
everything was undertaken manually. Despite these conditions, it was a lively and happy environment. 

This inspired a selection of industrial style, parkour equipment for all ages. 

7.0 The Play Space

Concrete cast boxes designed to 
resemble old timber cargo crates. 
A range of sizes and positions 
makes a challenging parkour 
environment as well as additional 
seating surrounding the half 
basketball court

Bulky industrial beams and 
bars positioned among the 

concrete cargo boxes for 
jumping, balancing and 

swinging 

B roome G oods S hed

O ld t imb er c argo boxes G oods S hed C argo C rates and I ndustr ia l  B eams
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8.1 Furniture Palette

8.0 Broader Landscape

A S er ies Double B BQ, C hr ist ies

Aluminium seat B in EnclosureD r ink ing fount ain w ith dog bow l and bott le 
t ap

S meraldo bike rack

PI C B ul l  S eat ing
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8.2 Potential Interpretation and Artist Features

8.0 Broader Landscape

Pav ing and wal l  features w hich recognise h istor y and culture 

Custom designed shade shelter s in 
an industr ia l  st y le

S culptural  i tems w hich recognise 
h istor y,  culture or  mar ine l i fe 

L aser cut features w ith in shelter s and 
f ur niture

S andbl asted features w ith in wal l s

M ural s  painted on wal l s  around the youth area
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8.3 Other Landscape Features 
8.3.1 Archer’s Camp Seat and the Northern Lookout area 
Beneath the existing Boab tree on site will be an informal seat which recognises the location of the original Archer’s 
Camp. JBA wish to work with the Broome Historical Society in order to develop this seat, as well as some complimentary 
interpretive signage to go with it. 

The Northern Lookout area is another location on site with clear views across the water. It is JBA’s intention to have an 
open turf area with surrounding garden beds and trees, therefore creating quieter lookout space and extended picnic area 
for the markets. There is also potential to include some casual swing seating in a key viewing location for all ages to use. 

8.3.2 The Broome Historical Museum Forecourt
The Broome Historical Museum forms one of the key site boundaries and connects directly to the Heritage Precinct. JBA’s 
design proposes an open hardstand area around the existing Eucalyptus tree with informal seating walls and garden beds 
to distinguish the space from the greater landscape. This will allow for cafe seating to extend into the forecourt and create 
a entrance statement to the museum. 

JBA wish to work with the Broome Historical Museum in order to develop this area further through the design development 
phase, potentially highlighting the Museum’s heritage as Broome’s original Customs House within details the forecourt. 

8.3.3 Proposed Toilet location
The initial masterplan completed by Mudmap Studios indicated the location of proposed public toilet facility. JBA will 
work with Shire of Broome to confirm the details of this structure and how the surrounding landscape will be integrated. 

8.3.4 The Lookout
To take advantage of a natural high point on site, JBA propose a lookout to capture the views over the foreshore. Located 
midway between the Heritage Precinct and Play Space, the lookout will include a large shade structure and picnic facilities 
for gatherings. 

8.3.5 Picnic Hub
Similarly to the lookout, the picnic hub consists of a large shade shelter and picnic facilities, however it is located between 
the Play Space and foreshore terrace seating in order to connect the two areas. Its central location means that families 
will be able enjoy the beautiful foreshore and the Staircase to the Moon experience, while also being in close proximity to 
the Play Space. Retaining walls and steps around the hub create additional informal seating beneath natural shade trees. 
Potential to include speakers and smart technology that allows users to connect their phones and play music within the 
hub during certain hours.

8.3.6 Swale
The primary swale connecting Robinson Street and the 
foreshore has been retained and reconsidered as apart of 
JBA’s landscape design. While the centre of the swale will 
be left as is, the edges will be planted and have feature 
stone boulders scattered throughout. Stone boulders will 
be replaced with concrete cargo boxes adjacent to the 
youth area in order to integrate and extend the potential 
for play. The natural topography of the swale will also be 
used as a feature for the bike track. 

The existing swale bridge will be replaced with two new 
bridges. JBA will work with the Shire of Broome and 
their engineers in order to develop the design of these 
structure and integrate them with the jetty design. 

8.3.7 Proposed Memorial location
Next to the existing Pioneer Cemetery, in a quiet corner of site, is an ideal location for the proposed Air Raid Memorial. 
This is proposed as future works to be undertaken by the Shire of Broome, which JBA can assist with if required. 

8.3.8 Pioneer Cemetery
The existing Pioneer Cemetery is to be left as is. Should budget allow, the retaining walls on the southern side of the 
cemetery hill will be reconsidered within the design development phase.

8.0 Broader Landscape

E xamples of  s w ings for  a l l  ages

D rainage s wale w ith p l anted edges and boulder s
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8.0 Broader Landscape 

8.4	Overflow	Car	Parking	

Allowance for 44 
overflow car parks to 
the south of the swale, 
with space for future 
expansion

0 4 8 12 16 20m

Scale 1:400 @ A3

NORTH

Allowance for 
20 overflow car 
parks to the 
north of the 
swale

Robinson 
Street access

Hamersley Street 
extension access

PLAY ELEMENTS 
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8.0 Broader Landscape 

8.5 Food forest and teaching space

The food forest and outdoor teaching space is located between the museum 
precinct and play space and provides an opportunity to highlight local food, 
introduced and medicinal plant and tree species.

JBA will be working with the Shire, local TAFE and Yawuru to select local 
plants and trees and develop any information or education signage.

FOOD FOREST LEGEND 

1. Food and medicinal trees and 
plants

2. Lawn gathering/teaching space

3. Gravel track 

01

01

01

01
01

01

02

03
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8.0 Broader Landscape 

8.6 Integrated exercise opportunities 

Town Beach provides multiply opportunities for Broome residents to 
connect with the park and utilise its integrated infrastructure such as the 
amphitheater steps, walls and turf areas to exercise.

On a broader scale the Town Beach park could be part of a larger exercise 
network that extends from Town Beach along Roebuck bay to China Town. 
Along the way opportunities to create exercise spots to stations could be 
created to encourage people not only to do the exercises but to walk, run or 
ride between them.

A mphitheater steps for  exerc ise Fur niture and wal l s  for  exerc ise

A mphitheater steps for  exerc ise C reate a Ro ebuck B ay exer s ise t ra i lProposed Ro ebuck B ay f i ttnes s t ra i lF i ttnes s t ra i l F i ttnes s hubs
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9.1 Trees 

9.0 Suggested Plant Palette

Adansonia gregor i i  (B oab)

M el aleuc a argentea (S i lver- leaved Pap er bar k )B ulnes ia ar borea ( Verawood )Mangifera indic a (M ango)

Albiz ia  s aman (S aman) Ter minal ia  p l at y phy l l a  ( W i ld Plum)
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9.0 Suggested Plant Palette

Ter minal ia  ferdinandiana (K akadu Plum)

Diospyros fer rea (N at i ve Ebony wood )Ter minal ia  p et io l ar is  (N at i ve B l ack b er r y)M imusops elengi  (Manajen)

Pl anchonia c areya (Cock y A pple) M ango

9+.2 Food Trees

Paw Paw
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9.3 Shrubs and Groundcovers

9.0 Suggested Plant Palette

S esu v ium por tul ac astr umH y menoc al l i s  sp ec ios a (G reen T inge S pider l i ly)C asuar ina g l auc a (Cousin I t )

Cyc as angul at a ( A ngled B lue S ago) Al l amanda sunnee L ir iop e musc ar i

S c aevol a aemul a (Fa ir y Fan F lower)
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